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We present theoretical calculations of thermally averaged elastic cross sections and spin-relaxa
rate coefficients in the temperature range 0.1 to300 mK for magnetically trapped, doubly polarized
cesium atoms. The calculations reproduce the recent experimental results of Arndtet al. (1997)
and Södinget al. (1998) for cases where thea3Su ground state potential of Cs2 possesses a large
scattering length (jA3j . 35 nm) and the magnitude of the second-order spin-orbit interaction is scale
to reproduce room temperature scattering data. [S0031-9007(98)06865-3]

PACS numbers: 34.50.–s, 32.80.Pj, 33.15.Pw, 34.50.Pi
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The trapping and cooling of ground state alkali atom
are the subject of extensive experimental and theoreti
interest. The low energy, long-range collisions whic
occur in these gases provide an ideal opportunity f
studying weak atom-atom interactions, and evaporati
cooling of these atoms is the demonstrated route to Bo
Einstein condensation. Bose-Einstein condensation of
[1], Na [2] and Li [3] atoms has led to both experimenta
and theoretical studies on the properties and means
manipulating coherent matter waves.

Recent experimental efforts to achieve Bose-Einste
condensation of ultracold doubly polarized cesium atom
where both the nuclear and electron spin are aligned w
the applied magnetic fieldB, have measured large elastic
collisional cross sections [4], approaching the maximu
permitted for ans-wave process, and large spin-relaxatio
rate coefficients [5] which are much greater than for oth
alkalis. At the atomic densities used in these experimen
the large spin-relaxation rate coefficient turns out t
inhibit the formation of a Bose condensate of doubl
polarized Cs.

Spin-relaxation at room temperature and above (30
500 K) is also important to new medical imaging techno
ogy [6] that uses spin-polarized rare gas nuclei prepared
spin-exchange with spin-polarized Rb or Cs atoms [7].
this paper we explain both ultracold [4,5] and room tem
perature [8,9] experimental Cs observations of elastic cro
sections and spin-relaxation rate coefficients. We do th
by restricting the range of scattering lengths for thea3Su

adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer (ABO) potential and includ
ing a second-order spin-orbit contribution that is signifi
cantly larger than the usual spin-spin dipole contribution

In addition to the above described interactions, th
multichannel scattering Hamiltonian for two colliding
2S Cs atoms valid at room and ultracold temperature
requires the atomic hyperfine interaction to describe t
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coupling between the electronic and nuclear spin, t
Zeeman interaction to describe the coupling with a
external magnetic field, and theX1S1

g ABO potential.
For collisions between doubly polarized atoms, theX1S1

g
potential has little influence on the elastic cross secti
and thetotal spin-relaxation rate coefficient, defined b
the sum of all rate coefficients from inelastic process
where one or both atoms have changed spin state. Th
because the entrance channel for a collision between
doubly polarized atoms labeleda andb, with $fa 1 $fb 
8 and ma 1 mb  8, possesses onlya3Su character
and coupling to other channels, through spin-spin dipo
and second-order spin-orbit interactions, is weak. He
$fa  $ıa 1 $sa denotes the total spin of atoma, where
$ıa (magnitude 7y2) is the nuclear spin and$sa is the
electron spin.

The a3Su and X1S1
g molecular potentials are base

on ab initio calculations from [10] for internuclear sepa
rationsR , 20a0 (1a0  0.059177 nm). ForR . 20a0
we combine the exchange potential of [11] and the lon
range multipole potential including retardation correctio
[12]. The potentials are not known with sufficient accu
racy to yield ultracold scattering properties such as t
scattering length. To obtain results consistent with t
experimental data we systematically vary thea3Su short-
range potential similar to [13]. This procedure modifie
the threshold phase or alternatively the position of t
last bound state in thea3Su potential. The short-range
form of the a3Su potential,V3sRd, is modified using the
parameterd3 defined by

V sh
3 sRd  V3sRd 1 d3 3 1025sR 2 Red2, R , Re ,

(1)

where Re  11.84a0 is the minimum of thea3Su po-
tential. A near-zero energy scattering calculation for t
scattering length of theV sh

3 potential shows a narrow
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1389
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resonance inA3 versusd3 at d3  0.92, where thea3Su

scattering length approaches` for d3 below 0.92 and2`

for d3 above 0.92. This resonance occurs as a bou
state supported byV sh

3 moves through the dissociation
threshold as the potential is made shallower. This p
tern repeats itself as additional bound states are added
removed from the potential. In the following we use th
scattering lengthA3 to describe our results instead of th
unphysical parameterd3. The X1S1

g potential is modi-
fied in a similar manner but, as explained above and co
firmed numerically, we find no observable dependence
the elastic cross section and thetotal spin relaxation on
this parameter. Hence further discussion of the effects
theX1S1

g potential is omitted.
For lighter alkali-dimer systems the spin-relaxation ra

coefficient is likely controlled by the spin-spin dipole
interaction [14]. However, in heavier atomic system
contributions from the second-order spin-orbit interactio
become important [15], such that in Rb the spin-spin dipo
and second-order spin-orbit contributions were estimat
to be of the same magnitude but opposite sign. Followi
[15] we write the second-order spin-orbit interaction as
spin-spin dipolelike term with an exponential function tha
is characteristic of exchange interactions. In atomic un
(me  c  h̄  1) the effective spin-spin dipole term is
then

Hsd  DsRd fsa ? s3R̂R̂ 2 1d ? sbg . (2)
HereR̂ is the direction of the internuclear axis, and

DsRd  2a2s1yR3 2 Ce2bsR2RSdd , (3)
wherea is the fine structure constant. The latter term
Eq. (3) is the contribution from the second-order spin-orb
interaction. Anab initio calculation using only a limited
number of excited states provides a second-order spin-o
interaction withC  0.02249 a.u. (1 a.u. 4.359745 3

10218 J), b  0.830a21
0 , andRs  10a0 [15].

The zero-magnetic-field spin-relaxation cross secti
for optically pumped Cs atoms at room temperature
2.0 6 0.4 3 10216 cm2 [8] and recently remeasured to
be 2.3 6 0.5 3 10216 cm2 [9]. The precise procedure
of extracting the coefficients that parametrizeHsd is
discussed in detail in Ref. [9]. Briefly, the procedure
as follows: The need for many partial waves at roo
temperature suggests that a classical treatment of
collision trajectories is appropriate. Moreover, becau
of the few-picosecond duration of binary collisions a
room temperature, the probability of spin relaxation in
single collision is small (,0.01) and thus second-order
time dependent perturbation theory is used to calcula
the cross sections. The thermally averaged cross sec
sth  kyslykyl, with y the relative velocity, is then
given by the integral over impact parametersr and
collision energiesE:

sth  3py2
Z E

skT d2 e2EykT dE
Z

r dr jwsDdj2, (4)

where the phasewsDd is the average of the spin-spin
dipole and second-order spin-orbit interactions over t
1390
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classical trajectoryRstd:

wsDd 
1
h̄

Z `

2`

dt DfRstdgd2
00fcstdg (5)

and cstd is the instantaneous collision angle measure
with respect to the direction ofr. The Wigner function
is d2

00scd  s3 cos2 c 2 1dy2.
Using this procedure and theab initio estimates for

DsRd, the room temperaturesth is 0.11 3 10216 cm2,
much smaller than measured in Ref. [8]. To correct fo
this discrepancy the magnitudeC of the second-order
spin-orbit interaction in Eq. (3) is scaled by a factor
of 4.0 6 0.5 to provide a calculatedsth in agreement
with the room temperature experiment [9]. This scaling
procedure is allowed as the magnitude of the exponential
decreasing interactionDsRd near the smallR classical
turning point (R ø 10a0) dominates the spin-relaxation
rate coefficient. Note, however, that a recently observe
room-T magnetic field dependence for Rb [16] and Cs ma
imply a somewhat smaller scaling factor. Nevertheless, w
fix the scaling factor to 4.0 in the remainder of the paper

In contrast to the room temperature calculations
quantum mechanical calculation is necessary at ultra-co
temperatures. The calculation is similar to that describe
in Refs. [15,17] and includes rotational, spin-spin dipole
hyperfine, and magnetic field induced Zeeman interaction
using symmetrized molecular channel states. These a
denoted byja; b; ,m,l, where asbd are eigenstates of
the hyperfine and Zeeman interactions with projection
ma (mb) on the space fixed direction of the magnetic
field and , is the orbital angular momentum of nuclear
rotation with projectionm,. At zero magnetic field this
basis reduces toj fama; fbmb ; ,m,l, where fa is the
total atomic spin with projectionma . The weak spin-
dipole interactionsHsd couple channels with,0  ,, , 6

2 resulting in an infinite number of coupled equations
Fortunately contributions from incident channels with, .

2 are strongly suppressed at ultracold temperatures d
to centrifugal barriers and quantum threshold effects, s
the basis expansion can be truncated. Further, collisio
between doubly polarized Cs atoms for odd partial wave
are absent due to nuclear symmetry. The construction
the matrix elements and scattering equations in this “field
basis and their relation to the commonly used Hund
case (a) and (e) bases is lengthy and will be describe
elsewhere [18].

This set of coupled Schrödinger equations is solved fo
each valueM  ma 1 mb 1 m,, which is the only con-
served quantum number for collisions in a magnetic field
using computer codes based on the Gordon algorith
[19]. This potential following algorithm uses large steps
where the intermolecular potential is slowly varying, mak
ing it particularly suitable for the study of ultracold col-
lisions, where integration out toR . 10 000a0 may be
required. Scattering matrix elements for each scatte
ing length are calculated at over 100 energies betwee
Eykb  0.001 and 1300 mK (where kb is Boltzmann’s
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constant) to provide thermalized elastic cross sectio
sth and spin-relaxation rate coefficientsKsT d  kysl be-
tween 1 and300 mK converged to2%.

In Figs. 1 and 2 we compare our theoretical calculatio
for the elastic cross section at 0.4 mT and spin-relaxati
rate coefficient at 0.15 mT with the experimental resul
of [4] and [5], respectively. The theoretical results includ
all s- andd-wave contributions and require the solution o
28, 16, 9, 3, and 1 coupled equations for a totalM  6,
7, 8, 9, and 10, respectively. The results for differen
V sh

3 potentials with negative/positive scattering length
are denoted by dashed/solid lines. Calculations using
shallower exchange potential or using a different long
range dispersion potential, such as that of [20] whic
possesses a van der WaalsC6 coefficient 5% larger
than that of [12], provide cross sections within10%
of the results presented here. The weak dependence
cross sections onC6 was also found in Ref. [13] when
calculating the ultracold Cs clock shift.

In Fig. 1 the elastic cross sections for potentials wit
scattering lengths of magnitudes less than250a0 display
typical Wigner-threshold behavior fors-wave scattering
at temperatures less than5 mK, whereby the elastic cross
section is a constant given bys  8pA2

3. The low
energys-wave elastic cross section including higher-orde
terms in the collision energy [21] behaves as

s 
8pA2

3

s1 2
1
2 k2A3r0d2 1 k2A2

3

, (6)

where h̄2k2y2m is the asymptotic kinetic energy,m is
the reduced mass, andr0 is the effective range of the
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FIG. 1. Elastic cross section versus temperature for doub
polarized Cs atoms. The solid /dashed curves represent th
retical results for variousV sh

3 potentials with positive/negative
scattering lengths. The experimental results of [4] are denot
by (™) with experimental errors estimated at two temperature
The maximum allowed cross section fors waves is given by
the short-dashed line.
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potential. Thus the cross sections for potentials wit
larger scattering lengths reach threshold behavior, whe
kA3 ø 1, at much smaller temperatures.

For the unthermalized elastic cross sections the cont
bution from d-wave scattering rises rapidly forEykb .

75 mK while the contribution froms-wave scattering de-
creases to zero atEykb ø 200 mK. This rapid decrease
of the s-wave contribution is not compensated by the in
crease in thed-wave contribution. The end result appear
in Fig. 1 as a broad minimum in the total thermalize
elastic cross section aroundø150 mK. An exception to
this behavior is the elastic cross section forA3  100a0.
In this instance, five distinctd-wave shape resonances
associated with the five doubly polarized channels l
beledj4, 4; 4, 4; 2m,l in the field free basis, occur between
Eykb  20 and30 mK. In the thermalized cross sections
these narrow resonances are broadened into the fea
from 10 80 mK. In Fig. 2 the same resonances appe
as a broad feature from 1 to500 mK for A3  100a0.

For all scattering lengths theg-wave contribution to
the unthermalized elastic cross section is less than0.5%
for energiesEykb , 1000 mK. Above 1000 mK the g
wave can contribute up to5% of the total cross sections.
However, when calculating the thermalized cross sectio
up to 300 mK, these high contributions are strongly
suppressed by the Maxwell distribution.

The calculations, as noted above, are performed
B  0.4 and 0.15 mT used in [4] and [5], respectively
Our calculations show thatsth and K are almost inde-
pendent ofB from 0.1 to 10 mT for alla3Su scattering
lengths tested. The elastic cross sections remain const
to within 1% while the spin-relaxation rate coefficients
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FIG. 2. Spin-relaxation rate coefficient versus temperature f
doubly polarized Cs atoms. The solid /dashed curves repres
theoretical results for variousV sh

3 potentials with positive/
negative scattering lengths. The experimental results [5] a
given as a thick solid line with experimental error bars.
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first increase by5% betweenB  0 andB  2.5 mT be-
fore becoming constant from 2.5 to 10 mT. The slow
increase in the spin-relaxation rate coefficient from 0
2.5 mT is due tod-wave centrifugal barriers in exit chan-
nels with dissociation energies that lie just below tha
for the s-wave doubly polarized incident channel. A
zero field these exit channels are degenerate with t
incident channel and then inelastic processes into the
states are suppressed as collision energies are smaller
the height of thed-wave barrier and penetration through
the barrier is minimal. For small magnetic fields, how
ever, the Zeeman interaction lowers the internal ener
of these states with respect to the entrance channel,
at 2.5 mT the incident channel energy rises above t
d-wave barrier of these exit channels and their contrib
tion to spin relaxation is no longer suppressed.

Exceptions to this uniform behavior are found in cros
sections that possessd- or g-wave exit channel reso-
nances. These narrow shape resonances are particu
sensitive to the position of the virtual bound states su
ported by the scattering potential, which shift relativ
to each other as the magnetic field is increased. The
resonances are observed for small scattering lengt
A3 , 150a0, but in general the cross sections cannot b
modified significantly by varying the magnetic field.

In Fig. 1 the experimental results of [4] are given
assuming an average of 10.7 collisions for the Cs atom
to reach thermalization, a result which they obtain usin
a Monte Carlo simulation of their Cs trap. The compar
son between our theory and the experimental results
favorable for potentials possessing scattering lengths w
magnitudes in excess of600a0. A further reduction
in the range of possiblea3Su scattering lengths is
hampered because the cross sections for potentials w
large scattering lengths (.1000a0) do not deviate from
the maximums until temperatures are less than1 mK,
where there is no experimental data.

Figure 2 describes the thermalized spin-relaxation ra
coefficients where the magnitudeC of the ab initio
second-order spin-orbit interaction in Eq. (3) is scaled b
a factor of 4 to fit the room-T relaxation data. Within the
existing experimental temperature range, the theoreti
results are found to scale asC2 to better than3%.
Therefore any error in scaling this interaction results
an overall shift of the theoretical curves in Fig. 2, bu
leave the slopes unaffected. Within the uncertainti
of the scaling factor, determined previously from room
temperature data, the potentials withjA3j . 600a0 are
consistent with current experimental data. Elastic cro
sections and spin-relaxation rate coefficients, produc
by potentials with small scattering lengthsø100a0 that
possess ad-wave resonance, completely fail to reproduc
the experimental results.

The present calculations are the first to include
realistic second-order spin-orbit interaction in ultracol
Cs-Cs scattering and demonstrate that it significan
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modifies the spin-relaxation rate coefficient. With
second-order spin-orbit interaction, appropriately scal
to reproduce room temperature scattering data, the th
malized spin-relaxation and elastic cross sections at ul
cold temperature are both reproduced withjA3j . 600a0.
From experimental measurements of the ultracold
clock shift atø1.5 mK [13], we have estimated thea3Su

scattering length to be between2200a0 and 21100a0.
These calculations require detailed information of both t
X1Sg and a3Su potentials. The calculations performe
here depend only upon thea3Su potential and do not ex-
clude large positive scattering lengths. A survey of th
magnetic field dependence of the cross sections indica
that the large spin-relaxation rate coefficient cannot
modified significantly using magnetic fields up to 0.01 T
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